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- Mango, let’s go to the Plush Festival. What do you have with you? - I have my Chicken Little. - We have Toothless Monkey and Croaking Crocodile.
- Nana, Nini, let’s go to the Plush Festival. What do you have with you? - Just a moment, here we are! With Plush Camel and Giraffe in hands.
- Tun, let’s go to the Plush Festival. - Here I am, with Tired Tiger!
- Chi Chi, let’s go to the Plush Festival. What do you have with you? - I have Elite Elephant.
La... la... la... ♪ ♫ Chicken
Little the first, And then
Toothless Monkey, Next is
Croaking Crocodile, And
then Elephant so elite.
Giraffe’s so confused, That
he mis-bites the moonlight!
Camel’s plump and cute,
Tired Tiger’s roaring loudly.
And once Tip joins too, Full
squad of 8, there will be!.. ♪
♫
- Knock, knock, knock, Tip, are you home? Let’s go to the Plush Festival.
- I can’t find any plush. Where have all of them gone?
- What to do now?
- Ah, Tuntun! I know what to do! You will look really cool.
- Why’s so long, Tip? Let’s go to the Plush Festival.
- Woa, so cute, so cool!
Tuntun is a plush now!
La... la... la... ♪ ♫ Chicken
Little the first, And then
Toothless Monkey, Next is
Croaking Crocodile, And
then Elephant so elite.
Giraffe’s so confused, That
he mis-bites the moonlight!
Camel’s plump and cute,
Tuntun - the happy guy,
Running behind for guard.
Now full is our squad, Let’s
enjoy the Festival!
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